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SURVEY: HALF OF AD BUYERS SENDING MONEY BACK TO TV
REACH, BRAND ENVIRONMENT BIGGEST DRAWS
  A survey of ad buyers finds the pendulum is still swinging 
between television and digital. The UBS survey shows half 
of buyers said their clients—who spend more than $40 
billion combined—will shift dollars toward television during 
the next 24 months. That includes 10.4 percent who said 
their clients are making a “major shift” to TV advertising.
  “This is relatively consistent with how advertisers reported 
shifting budgets over the last 24 months,” analyst John 
Hodulik says. He tells clients in a new report that the 
shift to digital is expected to “decline modestly” during the 
next two years, although the number expecting a “major 
shift” toward online spending will increase 
by about 11 percent.  “We believe this is 
consistent with digital capturing the vast 
majority of growth in ad budgets over recent 
years while total TV has declined 1 to 2 
percent on average,” he says.
  Television advertising’s biggest benefits 
cited by advertisers include reach, brand awareness, ROI 
and the content environment. Digital’s biggest selling points 
include targeting ability and measurement/attribution, 
which Hodulik points out allows marketers to receive real-
time feedback and quickly adjust to an online campaign.
  “Advertisers would also like the ability to buy TV advertising 
programmatically, in real-time,” he says. “In other words, 
advertisers would like TV to become more like digital.”
  Asked what it would take to get clients to spend more 
on TV, buyers also said that improved TV measurement 
would attract more ad dollars. But one issue getting a lot 
of attention this spring—fewer commercials and small ad 
loads—wasn’t as big an issue to the buyers UBS surveyed.
  “Despite ratings issues, traditional TV is proven to be 
effective, and advertisers have found that reducing their 
TV budget can cause the effectiveness of other advertising 
channels to suffer,” Hodulik says. For instance, he says 
less spending on TV ads can mean less search traffic for 
a brand. “Eventually advertisers cannot keep paying more 
and getting less, but for now there is no better alternative 
for the majority of TV budgets,” Hodulik says.
  The survey also revealed problems with Over-The-
Top (OTT) video advertising, including what UBS said is 
“inconsistent” measurement across the various platforms.  
How inventory is bought and sold is also a friction point. 
“A big problem on OTT is having the same commercial 
repeat over and over,” Hodulik says. “Over-saturation turns 
people away from the product, and therefore advertisers 
away from OTT.”
  When shifting from TV to digital, the survey found that 
about half of advertisers are open to taking their TV dollars
    
(Continued on page 3)

ADVERTISER NEWS
    A mixed bag yesterday for Lowe’s: The home-improvement 
retailer missed Wall Street forecasts for first-quarter sales 
but maintained its annual financial targets on expectations 
that demand will recover. Lowe’s also joined the chorus of 
U.S. retailers—including rival Home Depot—who contend 
a long winter delayed the start of the spring selling season, 
hurting sales. Net income was $988 million, or $1.19 per 
share, with sales rising nearly 3 percent to $17.36 billion. 
Analysts had expected $1.22 per share and revenue of 
$17.46 billion… Add Target to the list of companies blaming 
a chilly spring for disappointing quarterly results. It reported 

earnings that missed on the top and bottom 
lines, sending shares lower. The impact was 
somewhat buffered by sales of non-seasonal 
products like food and beverages, and more 
traffic: Target said the number of shoppers 
heading to its stores increased 3.7 percent in 
the first quarter—the strongest performance 

in more than a decade. Reuters says Target’s efforts 
to reinvent its business have been closely watched. The 
company is said to be focused on new, smaller format 
stores, a push into private-label brands and enhanced 
delivery capabilities…  Fortune says a year has made a 
big difference for Ralph Lauren. Wall Street is impressed 
by CEO Patrice Louvet and the fashion company’s quickly 
improving financial results. Yesterday the momentum 
continued, as the company reported quarterly sales and 
profit that easily beat analyst expectations—sending 
shares to their highest levels in three years. Net income 
was $41.3 million, or 50 cents a share. That’s a big swing 
from a year ago, when Ralph Lauren lost $204 million, or 
$2.48 a share. On an adjusted basis, the company made 
90 cents a share—beating estimates for 83 cents... The 
Wall Street Journal reports that United Parcel Service 
really doesn’t want to ship your refrigerator with your socks. 
The company is raising fees by 30 percent to $650 for 
the largest items it delivers. The move is part of an effort 
to encourage shippers to use the UPS Freight Network 
for large items—and to discourage shippers from putting 
things like kayaks and refrigerators into a network meant 
for smaller parcels. The current “overmax” fee is $500. The 
higher fee will be effective June 4... CNBC reports that 
consumers are returning to the luxury goods sector. They’re 
attracted to updated versions of iconic brands like Tiffany 
& Co., Louis Vuitton and Sotheby’s. Yesterday, high-end 
jeweler Tiffany beat Wall Street’s first-quarter estimates 
with better-than-expected sales in the Americas and Asia. 
The company’s shares surged on the results. One analyst 
told CNBC that part of Tiffany’s success might be that it’s 
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NETWORK NEWS
  The summer lineup for CBS is coming together. The 
network recently announced that the obstacle course 
challenge series TKO: Total Knock Out, hosted by 
comedian Kevin Hart, will debut Wednesday, July 11th 
at 8 p.m. (ET). The 20th season of Big Brother returns 
to CBS with a two-hour premiere on Wednesday, June 
27th at 8 p.m. (ET). Big Brother will also air new episodes 
of the reality show on Thursdays at 9 p.m. (ET) and 
Sundays at 8 p.m. (ET). The drama series Salvation 
returns for its second season on Monday, June 25th at 9 
p.m. (ET)… Spanish-language media 
giant Univision Communications Inc. 
has announced a 10-year agreement 
with the Latin Recording Academy 
to keep the Latin Grammy Awards 
on the Univision Network through 
2028. The unprecedented deal extends 
the partnership between the two 
organizations that was established in 
2005. The agreement includes multi-
platform coverage of the Latin Grammys 
across Univision’s portfolio of broadcast 
and digital brands and will include the highly anticipated 
20th anniversary of the Latin Grammy Awards in 2019. The 
annual Latin Grammy Awards recognize outstanding Latin 
music by honoring the achievements of international music 
professionals in 49 categories for work recorded in either 
Spanish or Portuguese. In addition, the agreement includes 
this year’s 19th Annual Latin Grammy Awards telecast 
that will happen Thursday, November 15th, live from the 
MGM Grand Garden Arena in Las Vegas… Ratings for 
the season finale of Roseanne on ABC were off slightly 
from the previous week in the Nielsen overnights. The 8 
p.m. (ET) episode averaged a 2.4 adult 18-49 rating and 
drew 10.3 million total viewers. That’s down from a 2.6 
rating and 10.7 million total viewers the previous week. 
The Middle series finale delivered its best numbers since 
April, with an average rating for 1.7 in the adult 18-49 demo 
and 7.1 million total viewers. That was an improvement of 
42 percent in the demo and 34 percent in total viewers 
for the hour-long finale. The season finale of Splitting Up 
Together ticked up in total viewers, delivering a 1.0 demo 
rating and 4.1 million total viewers, while the season finale 
of For The People posted a 0.5 rating and 2.5 million 
viewers. The season finale of The Flash on The CW was 
up slightly, with a 0.8 rating and 2.1 million viewers. NBC 
won the night, with the season finale of The Voice clocking 
a 1.5 rating and 8.7 million total viewers. The delivery 
was up slightly from last week but was the lowest-rated 
season finale in series history… For the 11th consecutive 
year, ABC will present Jimmy Kimmel Live: Game Night 
in conjunction with the NBA Finals. The special-edition 
episodes will air during primetime each night of the NBA 
Finals beginning with Game One on Thursday, May 31st. 
The specials celebrate a unique blend of entertainment 
and sports with Kimmel’s signature comedy bits and an 
all-star lineup of guests. Sandra Bullock, Jamie Foxx, 
Ryan Gosling, Tiffany Haddish, Samuel L. Jackson and 
Jennifer Lopez are all scheduled to appear, along with 
special surprise appearances.  The specials will air at 8 
p.m. (ET) each night.

AVAILS
  Rare Opportunity! WPSD-TV Paducah, NBC (DMA 82), 
the number one rated and market revenue leader, offers a 
fantastic opportunity for a driven sales star with a focus on 
client service. If you are a self-starting, customer focused, 
high energy, highly motivated sales professional who is 
ready for the next step, then tell us and sell us in your cover 
letter and resume. Respondents with examples of excellent 
selling skills and a track record of delivering results will be 
moved to the front of the line. Please send your info via 
email to: dstice@wpsdlocal6.com. EOE.

   KRON in San Francisco, CA is 
seeking a Local Sales Manager. The 
ideal candidate must be able to work 
in a fast-paced environment, have 
strong leadership skills, high energy, 
creativity and the ability to hire, train and 
motivate the sales team. Previous multi-
platform sales experience and working 
knowledge of Wide Orbit, Matrix and 
Strata are preferred. A demonstrated 
track record of making/exceeding 
budget goals, and a minimum three-five 

years of media sales and sales management experience 
required.  CLICK HERE for more info or to apply now. EOE.
  CW Richmond is one of the top rated CW affiliates in 
the country, located in beautiful, historic Richmond, VA. We 
have a BASE PLUS COMMISSON opening for an energetic 
and motivated Account Executive. You’ll be responsible for 
selling broadcast TV and digital advertising to direct clients 
and advertising agencies. WUPV offers superior training 
and a professional and fun environment. If you are creative 
and want to apply for this unique opportunity, send resume 
with cover letter and salary requirements to: bjackson@
cwrichmond.tv EOE M/F/D/V. MVR check and Drug Screen 
required.
   WTVG/13abc in Toledo, Ohio has an exciting opportunity 
in the sales department for an Account Executive. The 
AE will handle all aspects of local and regional accounts, 
including developing new business, utilizing marketing skills 
and preparing/delivering client presentations. Must have 
the ability to prospect, cold call and schedule face-to-face 
meetings with creative, compelling sales presentations. 
Bachelor’s Degree in Marketing/Advertising is strongly 
preferred, but not required. The AE position includes a 
highly competitive compensation and benefits package. 
CLICK HERE for details and to apply. EOE.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

ACCOUNT ACTIONS
  Omnicom’s PHD has reportedly won the global media 
account of banking giant HSBC. The incumbent on the $400 
million account had been WPP/GroupM’s Mindshare… 
MediaPost says American Express is launching a global 
media agency review, its first in over a decade. GroupM’s 
Mindshare is the primary incumbent and is expected to 
defend the account… Ocean Spray is conducting a creative 
agency review, Ad Age says, after a 20-year relationship 
with Havas Group agency Arnold, which is not expected to 
defend… Virgin named independent Mother, New York, as 
AOR for its new Virgin Voyages brand.
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Conan O’Brien

The U.S. Postal Service 
announced that they will 

release their first scratch-
and-sniff stamps. That 
explains why they’ve 

canceled their  
“Salute to Kid Rock.”
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COMCAST ENTERS BIDDING WAR FOR FOX
  It’s no longer just a rumor: Comcast announced yesterday 
that it’s preparing an all-cash offer for the cable entertainment 
and regional sports networks of 21st Century Fox, along 
with its movie/TV studio. That would launch a bidding war 
with Disney, which struck a $52.4 billion deal in December 
to acquire those assets.
  Comcast, which cautioned that it has not made a final 
decision to bid, said its all-cash offer would top the value 
of Disney’s all-stock bid, with terms “at least as favorable” 
to 21st Century Fox for any termination, 
including failure to win regulatory 
approval. The bid Comcast is preparing 
is rumored to be in the neighborhood of 
$60 billion.
  Not included are the FOX broadcast 
network, O&O stations, Fox News 
Channel, Fox Business Network, 
FS1, FS2, Fox Deportes and Big Ten 
Network. Those will remain with “New 
Fox,” headed by Lachlan Murdoch, as 
brother James Murdoch departs. Father 
Rupert Murdoch will continue in a co-
chairman role.
  The entertainment networks being sought by Disney 
and Comcast include FX, FXX, FX Movies and National 
Geographic. Also in play are the Fox Sports Networks, 
19 of which carry the “Fox Sports” name and a regional ID, 
plus SportsTime Ohio and YES Network in New York.

VIDEO AD FRAUD DOWN (FINALLY)
  The Q1 2018 Video Advertising Benchmark Report from 
video ad tech firm Extreme Reach finds video ad fraud 
at a new low of 3.7 percent, a reduction of 32.3 percent 
compared to Q1 2017. Premium media sites experienced 
even greater declines, dropping 45.9 percent year over 
year to reach just 2.2 percent.
  Extreme Reach attributes the declines to advertiser 
demand for accountability driving increased vigilance 
among ad tech vendors.
  Viewability has also improved. Viewable completion 
rates (percentage of impressions that are both viewable 
and completed) remain on an upward trajectory, achieving 
modest gains over Q1 2017. On average, the percentage of 
video ads that are both viewable and played in their entirety 
is an unprecedented 88 percent for premium media sites 
and 69 percent for aggregators.
  What’s happening with ad lengths? After generating 
considerable buzz in the advertising world in the second 
half of 2017, 6-second ads picked up steam in Q1 2018. 
Extreme Reach saw the number of vendors running 
6-second ads increase over 300 percent versus Q1 2017.
  The new format currently accounts for 2.8 percent of all 
video ads served by Extreme Reach, up from 0.04 percent in 
Q1 2017. The video benchmarks report shows the average 
completion rate for 6-second ads is 74 percent, but when 
removing any impressions where third-party measurement 
was not also available for completions, the rate jumps to 
90 percent. These numbers are likely to drive exponential 
increases in the quarters ahead, said the report’s authors.

REACH, BRAND ENVIRONMENT BIGGEST DRAWS
(Continued from page 1)
and putting them into non-video online media. Hodulik 
thinks that could mean the growth trends of online video 
consumption would prove to be only a “minor impediment” 
to keeping an advertiser from moving dollars out of TV.
  But the impact could hit national TV advertising budgets 
harder. Asked how they’d pay to increase spending 
on Facebook video advertising, 42 percent of buyers 
said they’d pull dollars out of national TV budgets. That 

compares to 10 percent who said the 
money would come from local TV’s 
allocation. That’s less than would come 
from the budget for other social media 
ad formats or YouTube.

COMPETITIVE INFO
  A coalition of left-wing groups—
including MoveOn, Demand Progress, 
Sum of Us and others—have called 
on the Federal Trade Commission to 
break up Facebook. The new coalition, 
Freedom from Facebook, claims 

Facebook has too much power over what news billions of 
people see and “buys up or bankrupts potential competitors 
to protect its monopoly, killing innovation and choice.” The 
coalition is demanding that Facebook be forced to spin off 
Instagram, WhatsApp and Messenger into competing 
networks.
  In a statement to CNBC, Facebook noted that federal 
regulators approved its acquisitions of Instagram and 
WhatsApp.

THIS AND THAT
  Sales of new single-family homes fell 1.5 percent month-
to-month in April to a seasonally adjusted annual rate 
of 662,000. Still, the figure reported by the Commerce 
Department was 11.6 percent ahead of a year earlier…
Nielsen, which began including YouTube TV in national 
ratings last year, has added YouTube TV to local data in all 
210 DMAs with Nielsen Local TV audience measurement 
using Digital in TV Ratings (DTVR).
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FunnyTweeter.com

Only 4 beers left in house. 

Time to find new house.

TUESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY


